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ABSTRACT
Comparing the excursion set and CUSP formalisms for the derivation of the halo
mass function, we investigate the role of the mass definition in the properties of the
multiplicity function of cold dark matter (CDM) haloes. We show that the density
profile for haloes formed from triaxial peaks that undergo ellipsoidal collapse and
virialisation is such that the ratio between the mean inner density and the outer local
density is essentially independent of mass. This causes that, for suited values of the
spherical overdensity ∆ and the linking length b, SO and FoF masses are essentially
equivalent to each other and the respective multiplicity functions are essentially the
same. The overdensity for haloes having undergone ellipsoidal collapse is the same as
if they had formed according to the spherical top-hat model, which leads to a value of
b corresponding to the usual virial overdensity, ∆vir, equal to ∼ 0.2. The multiplicity
function resulting from such mass definitions, expressed as a function of the top-hat
height for spherical collapse, is very approximately universal in all CDM cosmologies.
The reason for this is that, for such mass definitions, the top-hat density contrast for
ellipsoidal collapse and virialisation is close to a universal value, equal to ∼ 0.9 times
the usual top-hat density contrast for spherical collapse.
Key words: methods: analytic — galaxies: haloes, formation — cosmology: theory,
large scale structure — dark matter: haloes
1 INTRODUCTION
Large scale structure harbours important cosmological infor-
mation. However, such a fundamental property as the halo
mass function (MF) is not well-established yet. Besides the
lack of an accurate description of non-linear evolution of
density fluctuations, there is the uncertainty arising from
the fact that the boundary of a virialised halo is a fuzzy
concept. As a consequence, the halo mass function depends
on the particular mass definition adopted, its shape being
only known in a few cases and over limited mass and redshift
ranges.
The various halo mass definitions found in the litera-
ture arise from the different halo finders used in simulations
(Knebe et al. 2011). For instance, in the Spherical Overden-
sity (SO) definition (Lacey & Cole 1994), the mass of a halo
at the time t is that leading to a total mean density ρ¯h(Rh)
equal to a fixed, constant or time-varying, overdensity ∆
times the mean cosmic density ρ¯(t),
ρ¯h(Rh) = ∆ρ¯(t) . (1)
While in the Friends-of-Friends (FoF) definition
(Davis et al. 1985), the mass of a halo is the total
mass of its particles, identified by means of a percolation
⋆ E-mail: ejrovira@am.ub.es
algorithm with fixed linking length b in units of the mean
inter-particle separation.
The main drawback of the FoF definition is that, for
large values of b, it tends to over-link haloes. Its main ad-
vantage is that it can be applied without caring about the
symmetry and dynamical state of haloes. Haloes are, indeed,
triaxial rather than spherically symmetric, harbour substan-
tial substructure and may be undergoing a merger, which
complicates the use of the SO definition. However, one can
focus on virialised objects and consider the spherically aver-
aged density profile ρh(r) and mass profile M(r) around the
peak-density, in which case the FoF mass coincides with the
mass inside the radius Rh where spheres of radius b harbour
two particles in average (Lacey & Cole 1994),
ρh(R) =
3
2π
b−3ρ¯(t) . (2)
Equations (1) and (2) imply the relation
∆ =
3F (c)
2π
b−3 , (3)
between ∆ and b for haloes of a given massM , where F (c) ≡
ρ¯h(Rh)/ρh(Rh) is a function of halo concentration c.
As c depends on M , there is no pair of ∆ and b values
satisfying equation (3) for all M at the same time. Conse-
quently, there is strictly no equivalent SO and FoF mass def-
initions (More et al. 2011). Yet, numerical simulations show
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that, at least in the Standard Cold Dark Matter (SCDM)
cosmology, FoF masses with b = 0.2, from now on simply
FoF(0.2), tightly correlate with SO masses with overdensity
∆ equal to the so-called virial value, ∆vir ≈ 178, from now
on SO(∆vir) (Cole & Lacey 1996). This correlation is often
interpreted as due to the fact that haloes are close to isother-
mal spheres, for which F (c) is equal to 3, so equation (3) for
b = 0.2 implies ∆ ≈ 178.
Simulations also show that, in any cold dark matter
(CDM) cosmology, FoF(0.2) haloes have a multiplicity func-
tion that, expressed as a function of the top-hat height for
spherical collapse, is approximately universal (Jenkins et al.
2000; White 2002; Warren et al. 2006; Lukic´ et al. 2007;
Tinker et al. 2008; Crocce et al. 2010) and very similar to
that found for SO(∆vir) haloes (Jenkins et al. 2000; White
2002). As ∆vir may substantially deviate from 178 depend-
ing on the cosmology, such a similarity cannot be due to the
roughly isothermal structure of haloes as suggested by the
SCDM case. Moreover, the universality of this multiplicity
function is hard to reconcile with the dependence on cos-
mology of halo density profile (Courtin et al. 2011). On the
other hand, haloes do not form through spherical collapse
but through ellipsoidal collapse. For all theses reasons, the
origin of such properties is unknown. Having a reliable theo-
retical model of the halo MF would be very useful for trying
to clarify these issues.
Assuming the spherical collapse of halo seeds,
Press & Schechter (1974) derived a MF that is in fair
agreement with the results of numerical simulations (e.g.
Efstathiou et al. 1988; White et al. 1993; Lacey & Cole
1994; Bond & Myers 1996), although with substantial devi-
ations at both mass ends (Lacey & Cole 1994; Gross et al.
1998; Jenkins et al. 2001; White 2002; Reed et al. 2003;
Heitmann et al. 2006). An outstanding characteristic of the
associated multiplicity function is its universal shape as a
function of the height of density fluctuations. Whether this
characteristic is connected with the approximately universal
multiplicity function of simulated haloes for FoF(0.2) masses
is however hard to tell.
Bond et al. (1991) re-derived this MF making use of
the so-called excursion set formalism in order to correct
for cloud-in-cloud (nested) configurations. This formalism
was adopted in subsequent refinements carried out with the
aim to account for the more realistic ellipsoidal collapse
(Monaco 1995; Lee & Shandarin 1998; Sheth & Tormen
2002). The excursion set formalism has also recently been
modified (Paranjape et al. 2012; Paranjape & Sheth 2012)
to account for the fact that density maxima (peaks) in
the initial density field are the most probable halo seeds
(Hahn & Paranjape 2013).
In an alternative approach, the extension to peaks was
directly attempted from the original Press-Schechter MF
(Bond 1989; Colafrancesco et al. 1989; Peacock & Heavens
1990; Appel & Jones 1990; Bond & Myers 1996; Hanami
2001). The most rigorous derivation along this line was by
Manrique and Salvador-Sole´ (1995, hereafter MSS; see also
Manrique et al. 1998), who applied the so-called ConflU-
ent System of Peak trajectories (CUSP) formalism, based
on the Ansatz suggested by spherical collapse that “there is
a one-to-one correspondence between haloes and non-nested
peaks”.
A common feature of all these derivations is that they
assume monolithic collapse or pure accretion. While in hi-
erarchical cosmologies there are certainly periods in which
haloes evolve by accretion, major mergers are also frequent
and cannot be neglected. We will comeback to this point at
the end of the paper. A second and more important issue in
connection with the problem mentioned above is that none
of these theoretical MFs makes any explicit statement on
the halo mass definition presumed, so the specific empirical
MF they are to be compared with is unknown.
Recently, Juan et al. (2013, hereafter JSDM) have
shown that, combining the CUSP formalism with the exact
follow-up of ellipsoidal collapse and virialisation developed
by Salvador-Sole´ et al. (2012, hereafter SVMS), it is pos-
sible to derive a MF that adapts to any desired halo mass
definition and is in excellent agreement with the results of
simulations.
In the present paper, we use the excursion set and CUSP
formalisms to explain the origin of the observed properties
of the halo multiplicity function.
In Section 2, we recall the two different approaches
for the derivation of the MF. In Section 3, we investigate
the mass definition implicitly assumed in such approaches.
The origin of the similarity of the multiplicity function for
FoF(0.2) and SO(∆vir) masses and of its approximate uni-
versality is addressed in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. Our
results are discussed and summarised in Section 6.
All the quantitative results given throughout the paper
are for the concordant ΛCDM cosmology with ΩΛ = 0.73,
Ωm = 0.23, Ωb = 0.045, H0 = 0.71 km s
−1 Mpc−1, σ8 =
0.81, ns = 1 and Bardeen et al. (1986, hereafter BBKS)
CDM spectrum with Sugiyama (1995) shape parameter.
2 MASS FUNCTION
All derivations of the halo MF proceed by first identifying
the seeds of haloes with mass M at the time t in the density
field at an arbitrary small enough cosmic time ti and then
counting those seeds.
2.1 The Excursion Set Formalism
In this approach, halo seeds are assumed to be spherical
overdense regions in the initial density field smoothed with
a top-hat filter that undergo spherical collapse.
The time of spherical collapse (neglecting shell-crossing)
of a seed depends only on its density contrast, so there is a
one-to-one correspondence between haloes with M at t and
density perturbations with fixed density contrast δci at the
filtering radii Rf satisfying the relations
δci(t) = δc(t)
D(ti)
D(t)
(4)
Rf(M) =
[
3M
4πρ¯i
]1/3
. (5)
In equations (4) and (5), ρ¯i is the mean cosmic density at t =
ti, δc(t) is the almost universal density contrast for spherical
collapse at t linearly extrapolated to that time and D(t) is
the cosmic growth factor. In the Einstein-de Sitter universe,
D(t) is equal to the cosmic scale factor a(t) and δc(t) is equal
to 3(12π)2/3/20 ≈ 1.686. While, in the concordant model
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and the present time t0, D(t0) is a factor 0.760 smaller than
a(t0) and δc(t0) is equal to ≈ 1.674 (e.g. Henry 2000).
Equation (5) is valid to leading order in the perturba-
tion, the exact relation between Rf and M being
Rf(M, t) =
{
3M
4πρ¯i[1 + δci(t)]
}1/3
. (6)
The interest of adopting the approx relation (5) is that the
filtering radius then depends only on M . This greatly sim-
plifies the mathematical treatment.
Following Press & Schechter (1974), every region with
density contrast greater than or equal to δci(t) at the scale
Rf(M) will give rise at t to a halo with mass greater than or
equal toM . Consequently, the MF, i.e. the comoving number
density of haloes per infinitesimal mass around M at t, is
simply the M -derivative of the volume fraction occupied by
those regions, equal in Gaussian random density fields to
V (M, t) =
1
2
erfc
[
1√
2
δci(t)
σth0 (M, ti)
]
, (7)
divided by the volume M/ρ¯(t) of one single seed,
∂nPS(M, t)
∂M
=
ρ¯(t)
M
∂V (M, t)
∂M
. (8)
In equation (7), σth0 (M, ti) is the top-hat rms density fluc-
tuation of scale M at ti.
But this derivation does not take into account that over-
dense regions of a given scale may lie within larger scale
overdense regions, which translates into a wrong normalisa-
tion1 of the MF (7)–(8). To correct for this effect, Bond et al.
(1991) introduced the excursion set formalism. The density
contrast δ at any fixed point tends to decrease as the smooth-
ing radius Rf increases, so, using a sharp k-space filter, δ
traces a Brownian random walk, easy to monitor statisti-
cally. In particular, one can estimate the number of haloes
reaching M at t by counting the excursion sets δ(R) inter-
secting δci(t) at any scale Rf(M). The important novelty of
this approach is that, whenever a halo undergoes a major
merger, δ increases instead of decreasing, so every trajec-
tory δ(R) can intersect δci(t) at more than one radius R,
meaning that there will be haloes appearing within other
more massive ones. Therefore, to correct for cloud-in-cloud
configurations, one must simply count the excursion sets in-
tersecting δci(t) for the first time as R decreases from infin-
ity (or σth0 increases from zero), as if they were absorbed at
such a barrier. The MF so obtained has identical form as
the Press-Schechter one (eqs. [8]-[7]) but with an additional
factor two,
∂nes(M, t)
∂M
= 2
∂nPS(M, t)
∂M
, (9)
yielding the right normalisation of the excursion set MF.
Note that, as the height of a density fluctuation, de-
fined as the density contrast normalised to the rms value
at the same scale, is constant with time, the volume
V (M, t) (eq. [7]) can be written as a function of νes =
δci(t)/σ
th
0 (M, ti) = δc(t)/σ
th
0 (M, t) = δc0(t)/σ
th
0 , where
δc0(t) is δc(t)D(t0)/D(t) and σ
th
0 stands for the 0th order
1 The normalisation condition reflects the fact that all the matter
in the universe must be in the form of virialised haloes.
spectral moment at the current time t0. Thus, the resulting
MF (eq. [8]) is independent of the arbitrary initial time ti.
But the assumptions made in this derivation are not
fully satisfactory: i) Every overdense region does not collapse
into a distinct halo; only those around peaks do. Unfortu-
nately, the extension of the excursion set formalism to peaks
is not trivial (Paranjape et al. 2012; Paranjape & Sheth
2012); ii) Real haloes (and peaks) are not spherically sym-
metric but triaxial, so halo seeds do not undergo spherical
but ellipsoidal collapse. Unfortunately, the implementation
in this approach of ellipsoidal collapse is hard to achieve due
to the dependence on M of the corresponding critical den-
sity contrast (Sheth & Tormen 2002; Paranjape et al. 2012;
Paranjape & Sheth 2012). iii) The formation of haloes in-
volves not only the collapse of the seed, but also the viriali-
sation (through shell-crossing) of the system, which is hard
to account for. And iv) there is a slight inconsistency be-
tween the top-hat filter used to monitor the dynamics of
collapse and the sharp k-space window used to correct for
nesting. The use of the top-hat filter with this latter pur-
pose is again hard to implement due to the correlation be-
tween fluctuations at different scales in top-hat smoothing
(Musso & Paranjape 2012).
2.2 The CUSP Formalism
In this approach, halo seeds are regions around non-nested
(triaxial) peaks that undergo ellipsoidal collapse and viriali-
sation. The use of a Gaussian filter is mandatory in this case
for the reasons given below.
The time of collapse and virialisation of triaxial seeds
depends not only on their density contrast δ at the suited
scale R, like in spherical collapse, but also on their ellip-
ticity and density slope (e.g. Peebles 1980). However, all
peaks with given δ at R have similar ellipticities and den-
sity slopes (JSDM). Consequently, all haloes at t can be
seen to arise from non-nested triaxial peaks at ti with the
same fixed density contrast δmi at any filtering radius Rf .
Then, taking advantage of the freedom in the boundary of
virialised haloes, we can adopt at t a suited mass definition
so to exactly match the one-parameter family of resulting
halo masses M(Rf , t). By doing this, we will end up with a
one-to-one correspondence between haloes with M at t and
non-nested (triaxial) peaks at ti with δmi at Rf , according
to the relations
δmi(t) = δm(t)
D(ti)
D(t)
(10)
Rf(M, t) =
1
q(M, t)
[
3M
4πρ¯i
]1/3
. (11)
Equations (10)–(11) are very similar to equations (4)–
(5). However, the pair of functions δm(t) and q(M, t) are
now arbitrary, fixing one particular halo mass definition each
(and conversely; see Sec. 3.2). For this reason the subindex
“c” for “collapse” in the density contrasts appearing in the
relation (4) has been replaced by the subindex “m” indicat-
ing that the masses of haloes at t “match” a certain defi-
nition. The only constraints these two functions must fulfil,
for consistency with the mass growth of haloes, are: δmi(t)
must be a decreasing function of time and Rf(M, t) must
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be an increasing function of mass. That consistency condi-
tion is precisely what makes the use of the Gaussian filter
mandatory. Such a filter is indeed the only one guaranteeing,
through the relation R∇2δ = ∂δ/∂R, that the density con-
trast δ of peaks necessarily decreases as the filtering radius
R increases, in agreement with the evolution of halo masses.
The radius Rp of the spherically averaged seed (or pro-
tohalo) with M is now different from the Gaussian filtering
radius Rf . It is instead equal to qpRf , with qp satisfying the
relation
Rf(M, t) =
1
qp(M, t)
{
3M
4πρ¯i[1 + δthmi(M, t)]
}1/3
, (12)
where δthmi(M, t) is the density contrast of the peak when the
density field is smoothed with a top-hat filter encompassing
the same mass M , related to the (unconvolved) spherically
averaged density contrast profile of the seed δp(r) through
δthmi(M, t) =
3
R3p
∫ Rp
0
dr r2 δp(r) . (13)
But factors [1 + δthmi(M, t)]
1/3 and qp(M, t) on the right of
equation (12) can be absorbed in the function q(M, t). Thus,
contrarily to the relation (5), equation (11) is exact. Note
that q(M, t) is then, to leading order in the perturbation as
in equation (5), the radius Rp of the seed in units of the
Gaussian filtering radius Rf .
We emphasise that, owing to the Gaussian smoothing,
the radius of the filter Rf depends, in the CUSP formalism,
not only on M but also on t through q(M, t), while δmi and,
hence, δm are still functions of t alone. This latter function-
ality may seem contradictory with the fact that, as pointed
out by Sheth & Tormen (2002) and recently checked with
simulations (e.g., Robertson et al. 2009; Elia et al. 2012;
Despali et al. 2013; Hahn & Paranjape 2013), the density
contrast for ellipsoidal collapse depends on the mass of the
perturbation. There is however no contradiction. The CUSP
formalism uses a Gaussian filter instead of a top-hat filter
like in all these works and this difference is crucial because
of the freedom introduced by q(M, t). In top-hat smoothing,
q is fixed to one, so considering ellipsoidal collapse necessar-
ily translates into a value of δc dependent on M in addition
to t. While, in Gaussian smoothing, we can impose that the
density contrast for collapse is independent of M and let q
depend on M and t. Note that, when the density field at
ti is smoothed with a top-hat filter, the density contrast of
halo seeds, δthmi(M, t), is indeed a function ofM and t in gen-
eral. The exact way δthmi(M, t) depends on M will depend, of
course, on the mass definition used.
We are now ready to calculate the MF in this approach.
Given the one-to-one correspondence between haloes and
non-nested peaks, the counting of haloes with M at t re-
duces to count non-nested peaks with that scale at ti. In
the original version of the CUSP formalism (MSS), such a
counting did not take into account the correlation between
peaks at different scales. However, the more accurate ver-
sion later developed (Manrique et al. 1998) yielded essen-
tially the same result, so we will follow here that simple
version (see the Appendix for the more accurate one). For
simplicity, we will omit hereafter any subindex in the Gaus-
sian rms density fluctuation σ0 and in the CUSP height
ν ≡ δmi/σ0(M, ti) = δm(t)/σ0(M, t) = δm0(t)/σ0, where
δm0(t) is δm(t)D(t0)/D(t) and σ0 stands for the 0th order
spectral moment at t0. The subindexes “th” and “es” in the
excursion set counterparts are enough to tell between the
two sets of variables.
The number density of peaks with δmi per infinitesimal
ln σ−10 (M, ti) at ti or, equivalently, with δm0 per infinitesimal
ln σ−10 at t0 can be readily calculated from the density of
peaks per infinitesimal height around ν, derived by BBKS.
The result is
N(σ0, δm0) =
〈x〉(σ0, δm0)
(2π)2R3⋆ γ
e−
ν2
2 , (14)
where R⋆ and γ are respectively defined as
√
3σ1/σ2 and
σ21/(σ0σ2), being σj the j-th order (Gaussian) spectral mo-
ment, and 〈x〉(σ0, δm0) is the average curvature (i.e. minus
the Laplacian scaled to the mean value σ2) of peaks with
δm0 and σ0, well-fitted by the analytic expression (BBKS)
〈x〉(ν) = γν + 3(1− γ
2) + (1.216 − 0.9γ4)e− γ2 ( γν2 )2
[3(1− γ2) + 0.45 + (γν/2)2]1/2 + γν/2
. (15)
But this number density is not enough for our pur-
poses because we are interested in counting non-nested peaks
only. The homologous number density of non-nested peaks,
Nnn(σ0, δm0), can be obtained by solving the Volterra inte-
gral equation
Nnn(σ0, δm0) = N(σ0, δm0)−
∫
∞
lnσ−1
0
d lnσ′0
−1
×N(σ0, δm0|σ′0, δm0)M(σ
′
0, δm0)
ρ¯
Nnn(σ′0, δm0), (16)
where the second term on the right gives the density of
peaks with δm0 per infinitesimal ln σ
−1
0 nested into peaks
with identical density contrast at larger scales, ln σ′0
−1
. The
conditional number density N(σ0, δm0|σ′0, δm0) of peaks with
δm0 per infinitesimal ln σ
−1
0 subject to lying in backgrounds
with δm0 at σ
′
0 < σ0 can also be calculated from the con-
ditional number density per infinitesimal ν in backgrounds
with ν′ derived by BBKS. The result is
N(σ0, δm0|σ′0, δm0) = 〈x〉(σ˜0, δm0)
(2π)2R3⋆ γ
√
1− ǫ2 e
−
(ν−ǫ ν′)2
2(1−ǫ2) , (17)
where ν′ and ǫ are respectively defined as δm0/σ
′
0 and
σ20(Rm)/[σ0σ
′
0], being R
2
m equal to the arithmetic mean of
the squared filtering radii corresponding to σ0 and σ
′
0, and
where 〈x〉(σ˜0, δm0) takes the same form (15) as 〈x〉(σ0, δm0)
in equation (14) but as a function of γ˜ν˜ instead of γν, being
γ˜2 = γ2
[
1 + ǫ2
(1− r1)2
1− ǫ2
]
(18)
ν˜(r)=
γ
γ˜
1− r1
1− ǫ2
[
ν
(
1− ǫ2r1
1− r1
)
− ǫν′
]
, (19)
with r1 equal to [σ0(Rf)σ1(Rm)/(σ1(Rf)σ0(Rm))]
2.
Thus, the MF of haloes at t is then
∂nCUSP(M, t)
∂M
= Nnn[σ0, δm0]
∂ ln σ−10
∂M
. (20)
Note that this expression of the MF is also independent of
the (arbitrary) initial time ti.
The CUSP formalism thus solves all the problems met
in the excursion set formalism: it deals with triaxial peaks
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that undergo ellipsoidal collapse and virialisation, conve-
niently corrected for nesting, and the smoothing of the initial
density field is always carried out with the same Gaussian fil-
ter. The only drawback of this approach is the need to solve
the Volterra equation (16), which prevents from having an
analytic expression for the resulting MF.
3 IMPLICIT HALO MASS DEFINITION
For any theoretical MF to be complete, the mass definition
it refers to must be specified. In other words, one must state
the condition defining the total radius Rh or, equivalently,
the spherically averaged density profile for haloes with dif-
ferent masses at t that result from the specific halo seeds
and dynamics of collapse assumed.
3.1 The Excursion Set Formalism
In the excursion set formalism, halo seeds are arbitrary over-
dense regions with no definite inner structure, so their typi-
cal (mean) density and peculiar velocity fields are uniform.
As a consequence, the density distribution in the corre-
sponding final virialised objects is also uniform2. In addition,
the system is supposed to undergo spherical collapse. There-
fore, halo formation is according to the simple spherical top-
hat model, in which case the typical radii Rh of haloes with
different masses at t can be readily inferred (Peebles 1980).
The virial relation 2T +W = 0 holding for the final uni-
form object3 together with energy conservation4 imply that
Rh is half the radius of the uniform system at turnaround.
This leads to
Rh = − 3GM
2
10Ep(M)
, (21)
where Ep(M) is the (conserved) total energy of the proto-
halo with mass M . Taking into account that Ep is, to lead-
ing order in the perturbation, equal to −δci(t)GM2/Rf (see
eqs. [30]–[29] for ρp = ρ¯i[1 + δci(t)]), equation (21) takes the
form
Rh =
[
3M
4π∆vir(t)ρ¯(t)
]1/3
(22)
or, equivalently,
ρ¯h(Rh) = ∆vir(t) ρ¯(t) , (23)
where we have introduced the so-called virial overdensity
corresponding to the spherical top-hat model,
2 As shown in SVMS, what causes the outwards decreasing den-
sity profile of virialised objects is the fact that, for seeds with
outwards decreasing density profiles, virialisation progresses from
the centre of the system outwards. In the case of homogeneous
spheres in Hubble expansion, all the shells cross at the same time
at the origin of the system, so the final object does not have an
outwards decreasing density profile.
3 The effects of the cosmological constant at halo scales can be
neglected.
4 In the top-hat spherical model, energy cannot be evacuated
outwards like in the virialisation of haloes formed by the collapse
of seeds with outwards decreasing density profiles (SVMS), so the
total energy is conserved.
∆vir(t) ≡
[
10 δc(t)a(t)
3D(t)
]3
. (24)
Comparing equations (1) and (23), we see that the halo
mass definition implicitly presumed in the excursion set for-
malism is the SO(∆vir) one, with ∆vir dependent on time
and cosmology. In the Einstein-de Sitter universe, where
δc(t) is equal to 3(12π)
2/3/20 and D(t) = a(t), ∆vir(t) takes
the constant value 18π2 ≈ 178. While, at t0 in the concor-
dant model, where δc(t0) and D(t0) are respectively equal to
≈ 1.674 and ≈ 0.760, ∆vir(t0) takes the value ≈ 359 (Henry
2000)5.
3.2 The CUSP Formalism
In ellipsoidal collapse, the total energy Ep of a sphere with
mass M is not conserved. On the other hand, for peaks
(hence, with outwards decreasing density profiles) shells ex-
change energy as they cross each other, causing virialisa-
tion to progress from the centre of the system outwards.
Thus, the spherical top-hat model does not hold. However,
as shown in SVMS, one can still accurately derive the typical
density profile ρh(r) for haloes.
The variation in time of the total energy of a sphere un-
dergoing ellipsoidal collapse compared to that of the spher-
ically averaged system can be accurately monitored. In ad-
dition, during virialisation, there is no apocentre-crossing
(despite there being shell-crossing), which causes virialised
haloes to develop from the inside out, keeping the instan-
taneous inner structure unchanged. In these conditions, the
radius r encompassing any given massM in the final triaxial
virialised system exactly satisfies the relation6
r = − 3GM
2
10Ep(M)
, (25)
identical, at every radius r, to the relation (21) holding for
the whole object in the excursion set case.
In equation (25), Ep(M) is the (now non-conserved)
energy distribution of the spherically averaged protohalo. In
the parametric form, it is given by
Ep(r) = 4π
∫ r
0
dr˜ r˜2ρp(r˜)
{
[Hir˜ − vp(r˜)]2
2
−GM(r˜)
r˜
}
(26)
M(r) = 4π
∫ r
0
dr˜ r˜2 ρp(r˜) , (27)
where ρp(r) = ρ¯i[1 + δp(r)] is the (unconvolved) spherically
averaged density profile of the protohalo, Hi is the Hubble
constant at ti and
vp(r) =
2GδM(r)
3Hir2p
(28)
is, to leading order in the perturbation, the peculiar velocity
at r induced by the inner mass excess (e.g. Peebles 1980),
δM(r) = 4π
∫ r
0
dr˜ r˜2 ρ¯i δp(r˜) . (29)
5 According to equation (24), ∆vir(t0) = 359 and D(t0) = 0.760
imply δc(t0) = 1.621 rather than 1.674. This 3.5% error arises
from the neglect of the cosmological constant in equation (24).
6 Again, the effects of the cosmological constant at halo scales
are neglected.
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Replacing vp(r) given by equation (28)–(29) into equation
(26), we are led to
Ep(r) = −20π
3
∫ r
0
dr˜ r˜ ρp(r˜)GδM(r˜) . (30)
Note that the non-null (in Eulerian coordinates) peculiar
velocity vp(r) introduces a factor 5/3 in the value of Ep(r)
with respect to the one resulting in the absence of peculiar
velocities. In the usual presentation (in Lagrangian coor-
dinates) of spherical collapse, vp(r) is null, but the initial
density contrast then decomposes in the growing and de-
caying modes and the mass excess causing the gravitational
pull in equation (28) has an extra factor 5/3 compared to
the mass excess δM(r) associated with the growing mode δp
contributing to the mass of the final halo. Consequently, the
resulting value of Ep(r) is exactly the same as in equation
(30).
The density contrast δ(R) of the seed of the progenitor
of scale R of any accreting halo with M at t is but the
(unconvolved) spherically averaged density contrast profile
δp(r) of the protohalo convolved with a Gaussian window of
radius R. We thus have
δ(R) =
4π
(2π)3/2R3
∫
∞
0
dr r2 δp(r) e
−
1
2 (
r
R )
2
. (31)
Equation (31) indicates that the trajectory δ(R) of peaks
with varying scale R tracing the accretion of a halo with
mass M at t is the Laplace transform of the profile δp(r)
of its seed. As for haloes growing inside-out the mean den-
sity profile ρh(r) is determined by the mean accretion rate
dM/dt undergone over their aggregation history, the mean
peak trajectory δ(R) tracing such an evolution is charac-
terised by having the mean slope dR/dδ of peaks with δ at
every R. Thus, the desired mean peak trajectory δ(R) is the
solution of the differential equation7
dδ
dR
= −〈x〉[R, δ(R)]σ2(R)R (32)
for the boundary condition δ[R = Rf(M, t)] = δmi(t). Once
the trajectory δ(R) has been obtained, we can infer the pro-
file δp(r) by inversion of equation (31) (see SVMS for details)
and use equations (27) and (30) to calculate Ep(M). Then,
replacing this function into equation (25), we can infer the
mass profile M(r) of the halo, leading to the density profile
ρh(r), which turns out to be in good agreement with the
results of simulations (JSDM).
The mean spherically averaged halo density profile thus
depends, like the MF itself, on the particular mass defini-
tion adopted through the functions δmi(t) and Rf(M, t) or,
equivalently, δm(t) and q(M, t), setting the boundary condi-
tion for integration of equation (32).
To obtain the halo mass definition that corresponds to
any given pair of δm(t) and q(M, t) functions, we must calcu-
late the density profile for haloes of different masses and find
the relations f1[ρh(R),M ] = ρ¯(t) and f2[ρ¯h(R),M ] = ρ¯(t)
between ρh(R) and ρ¯h(R) and the mean cosmic density ρ¯(t)
for haloes with different M . Then, inverting, say, f2 so as to
7 The distribution of peak curvatures x given in the Appendix A
is a quite peaked symmetric function, so the inverse of the mean
inverse curvature, 〈x−1〉, is close to the mean curvature, 〈x〉.
obtain M as a function of ρ¯h(R) and ρ¯(t) and replacing it
in f1, we are led to a relation
F [ρh(R), ρ¯h(R)] = ρ¯(t) (33)
of the general form of relations (1) and (2) setting the halo
mass definition associated with the CUSPMF with arbitrary
functions δm(t) and q(M, t).
Conversely, the functions δm(t) and q(M, t) can be in-
ferred from any given halo mass definition. To do this
we must impose the two following consistency arguments
(JSDM): i) the total mass associated with the resulting den-
sity profile must be equal toM and ii) the resulting MF must
be correctly normalised. For SO(∆vir) or FoF(0.19) masses
in the concordant cosmology, JSDM found
δm(t) = δc(t)
[a(t)]1.0628
D(t)
(34)
and
q(M, t) ≈
[
Q
σth0 (M, t)
σ0(M, t)
]−2/(n+3)
. (35)
In equation (35), the ratio σth0 (M, t)/σ0(M, t) takes the form
σth0 (M, t)
σ0(M, t)
= 1− 0.0682
[
D(t)
D(t0)
]2
ν , (36)
Q is defined as
Q2 ≡
∫
∞
0
dxxn+2W 2G(x)∫
∞
0
dxxn+2W 2TH(x)
, (37)
where Wth(x) and WG(x) are the Fourier transforms of the
top-hat and Gaussian windows of radius x/k, respectively,
and n is the effective spectral index. The approximate rela-
tion (35) follows from the more fundamental one (36), taking
into account the relation
σ20(Rf) ≈ A
2π2
Rf
−(n+3)
∫
∞
0
dxW 2(x)xn+2 , (38)
holding for the 0th order spectral moment for a filter with
Fourier transform W under the power-law approximation,
P (k) = Akn, of the CDM (linear) spectrum, and the fact
that the Gaussian and top-hat radii for a seed with M are
respectively equal to Rf or to qpRf . This means that Q and
n depend on the mass range considered. For the mass ranges
typically covered by the MFs found in simulations, Q and n
take values around 0.5 and −1.5, respectively.
Therefore, the CUSP MF is more general than the ex-
cursion set one in the sense that it does not presume any
particular mass definition; it holds for any arbitrary one,
adapting to it through the functions δm(t) and q(M, t).
4 SIMILARITY OF SO AND FOF MASSES
The fact that the CUSP formalism distinguishes between
different mass definitions can be used to try to understand
the origin of the similarity between SO and FoF masses and
their respective mass and multiplicity functions.
Equations (27) and (30) imply
dEp
dM
= −5GδM(Rp)
3Rp
= −5
3
[
4πρ¯i
3
]1/3
GM2/3δthmi(M, t) , (39)
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where we have taken into account that the radius Rp of the
protohalo is equal to qpRf with qp satisfying equation (12).
Comparing with the M -derivative of equation (25) and tak-
ing into account the identity M = 4πρ¯h(Rh)R
3
h/3, equation
(39) leads to the relation
5
9
[
ρ¯i
ρ¯(t)
]1/3
δthmi(M, t) =
[
ρ¯h(Rh)
ρ¯(t)
]1/3[
1− ρ¯h(Rh)
6 ρh(Rh)
]
, (40)
which, making use of the definition of F (c), can be rewritten
in the two following forms
ρ¯h(R) = ρ¯(t)
[
5 δthmi(M, t)a(t)
9 a(ti)
]3 [
1− F (c)
6
]−3
(41)
and
ρh(R) = ρ¯(t)
[
5 δthmi(M, t)a(t)
9 a(ti)]
]3 [
1− F (c)
6
]−3
1
F (c)
. (42)
For SO and FoF masses, these expressions therefore imply
∆ =
[
5 δthmi(M, t)a(t)
9 a(ti)
]3 [
1− F (c)
6
]−3
(43)
and
b =
[
2π
3F (c)
]−1/3 [
5 δthmi(M, t)a(t)
9 a(ti)
]−1 [
1− F (c)
6
]
, (44)
respectively.
Equation (43) seems to indicate that, in the SO case, the
mass dependence of δthmi must cancel with that coming from
F (c). But equation (1) implies Rh ∝M1/3, which, replaced
into equation (25) at r = Rh, leads to Ep(M) ∝ M5/3 and,
hence, to dEp/dM ∝M2/3, implying (see eq. [39]) that δthmi
is a function of t alone. The solution to this paradox is that,
to leading order in the perturbation as used in the derivation
of the density profile (see eq. [28]), δthmi and F (c) are, in the
SO case, independent of M . (Likewise, eq. [44] multiplied
by the cubic root of F (c) leads in the FoF case to a similar
paradox, with identical solution.) Consequently, to such an
order of approximation, the SO and FoF mass definitions
with ∆ and b satisfying equation (3) are equivalent to each
other.
We thus see that the origin of this approx equivalence is
the inside-out growth of accreting haloes, crucial to obtain
equation (25) setting the typical spherically averaged density
profile for haloes arising from peaks that undergo ellipsoidal
collapse and virialisation. But this is not all. We can go a
step further and infer the value of b leading to FoF masses
equivalent to SO(∆vir) ones.
The relation between the two functions (of t) δthmi and
1 − F (c)/6 can be readily derived for the particular case
of SO(∆vir) haloes. Comparing equations (21) and (25), the
latter at r = Rh, we have that haloes arising from ellipsoidal
collapse of peaks with δmi in the density field at ti smoothed
with a Gaussian filter of radius Rf , could have formed ac-
cording to the spherical top-hat model from the same seeds
with δthmi when the density field is smoothed with a top-hat
filter of radius qRf .
8 Equations (24) and (43), the latter for
∆ = ∆vir, then imply
8 The outwards decreasing density profile of seeds for purely ac-
creting haloes ensures the possibility to use any spherical win-
dow to define the one-to-one correspondence between haloes and
δthmi(t) = δci(t) 6
[
1− F (c)
6
]
. (45)
The typical value of F (c) for SO(∆vir) haloes can be inferred
from equation (45) for δci(t) given by equation (4) and δ
th
mi
given by equation (13) for seeds of any arbitrary mass. How-
ever, the density profile δp(r) of protohaloes is not accurate
enough (owing to the inverse Laplace transform of eq. [31])
for δthmi to be inferred with the required precision. Therefore,
as the CUSP formalism recovers, to leading order in the
perturbation, the typical spherically averaged density pro-
file for simulated haloes, we can estimate F (c) directly from
such empirical profiles. As well-known these profiles are of
the NFW form (Navarro et al. 1997) and, hence, satisfy the
relation
F (c) ≡ ρ¯h(Rh)
ρh(Rh)
= 3
(1 + c)2
c2
[
ln(1 + c)− c
1 + c
]
. (46)
For c spanning from ∼ 5 to ∼ 15 as found in simulations
of the concordant cosmology for SO(∆vir) haloes at t0 (and
approximately at any other time and cosmology), we find
F (c) ∼ 5.1 ± 0.1. And, bringing this value of F (c) and
∆ = ∆vir ≈ 359 into equation (3), we arrive at b ∼ 0.19,
in full agreement with the results of numerical simulations.
Of course, the exact typical value of F (c) may vary with
time and cosmology. But, according to the results of numer-
ical simulations, we do not expect any substantial variation
in this sense, so we have that FoF(0.2) masses are approxi-
mately equivalent to SO(∆vir) ones, in general.
As a byproduct we have that equation (45) for F (c) ≈
5.1 ± 0.1 implies the relation δthm (t) ∼ 0.9 δc(t). In other
words, in the case of SO(∆vir) or FoF(0.2) masses, the top-
hat density contrast for ellipsoidal collapse and virialisation
would take an almost universal value independent of M ,
just a little smaller than the almost universal value δc(t) for
spherical collapse. This result thus suggests that it should
be possible to modify the excursion set formalism in order
to account for ellipsoidal collapse and virialisation by simply
decreasing the usual density contrast for spherical collapse
by a factor ∼ 0.9. We will comeback to this interesting pre-
diction below.
5 MULTIPLICITY FUNCTION
The multiplicity function associated with any given MF,
∂n(M, t)/∂M , is defined as
f(σth0 , t) =
M
ρ¯
∂n[M(σth0 ), t]
∂ ln[(σth0 )
−1]
. (47)
In the excursion set case, this leads to a function of the
simple form
fes(σ
th
0 , δc0) =
(
2
π
)1/2
νes e
−
ν2es
2 , (48)
while, in the CUSP case, it leads to (see eqs. [20] and [47])
fCUSP(σ0, δm0) =
M(σ0, δm0)
ρ¯
Nnn(σ0, δm0) . (49)
peaks. The use of a Gaussian window is only mandatory, as men-
tioned, if haloes can also undergo major mergers (see MSS and
SVMS).
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Figure 1. Multiplicity function at t0 derived from the CUSP
(red lines) and excursion set (green long-dashed line) formalisms,
compared to Warren et al. (2006) analytic fit to the multiplicity
function of simulated haloes (blue dotted line) over the maximum
mass range (2× 1010 M⊙, 2× 1015 M⊙) covered by simulations.
For the CUSP case, we plot both the the approximate solution not
accounting for the correlation between peaks of different scales
(dashed line) and the more accurate solution given in Appendix
(solid line). Ratios in the bottom panel are with respect to fW.
To obtain equation (49) we have taken the partial deriva-
tive of nCUSP with respect to σ0 instead of σ
th
o as pre-
scribed in equation (47). But this is irrelevant for SO(∆vir)
or FoF(0.19) masses in the concordant cosmology as here-
after assumed, given the relation (36) between the two 0th
order spectral moments.
5.1 Comparison with Simulations
In Figure 1 we compare these two multiplicity functions at
t0 to the Warren et al. (2006) analytic expression, of the
Sheth & Tormen (2002) form,
fW(νes) = 0.3303
(
ν1.625es + 0.5558
)
e−0.4565ν
2
es , (50)
fitting the multiplicity function of simulated haloes with
FoF(0.2) masses at t0 in all CDM cosmologies. fW is usually
expressed as a function of σth0 instead of νes; the expression
(50) has been obtained from that usual expression assum-
ing δc(t0) = 1.674 (taking the value 1.686 would make no
significant difference). In Figure 1, all the multiplicity func-
tions are expressed as functions of the Gaussian height for
ellipsoidal collapse and virialisation, ν, instead of the top-
hat height for spherical collapse, νes. The change of variable
from νes to ν has been carried out using the relation
νes =
D(t)
[a(t)]1.0628
ν
{
1− 0.0682
[
D(t)
D(t0)
]2
ν
}−1
(51)
Figure 2. Same as Figure 1 but in a much wider mass range,
corresponding to current haloes with masses from 1 M⊙ to 3×1016
M⊙.
that follows from equations (34) and (36). This is a mere
change of variable; it does not presume any modification
in the assumptions entering the derivation of the different
multiplicity functions.
As can be seen, while fes shows significant deviations
from fW at both mass ends, fCUSP is in excellent agreement
with fW all over the mass range covered by simulations. This
is true regardless of whether we consider the approximate or
more accurate versions of fCUSP. The deviation (of opposite
sign in both cases) is less than 6.5%. We stress that there is
no free parameter in the CUSP formalism, so this agreement
is really remarkable.
It might be argued that fCUSP cannot be trusted at
small ν’s because peaks with those heights have big chances
to be destroyed by the gravitational tides of neighbouring
massive peaks. Although this possibility exists, peaks suf-
fering strong tides are expected to be nested within such
neighbours and, hence, they should not be counted in the
MF corrected for nesting. The correction for nesting be-
comes increasingly important, indeed, towards the small ν
end. On the other hand, fCUSP is well-normalised
9 and still
predicts the right abundance of massive haloes, which would
hardly be the case if fCUSP overestimated the abundance of
low-mass objects. Therefore, we do not actually expect any
major effect of that kind.
It is thus worth seeing how fCUSP compares to fW out-
side the mass range covered by simulations. In Figure 2
we represent the same multiplicity functions as in Figure
9 The CUSP MF is well-normalised by construction as this is
one of the conditions imposed to obtain the functions δm(t) and
q(M, t).
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Figure 3. CUSP multiplicity functions at z = 0, 5, 10 and 20,
from left to right, in red (solid line), orange (long-dashed line),
gold (dashed line) and brown (dotted line), respectively. Ratios
in the bottom panel are with respect to the multiplicity function
at z = 20.
1 over a much wider range. Surprisingly, the agreement be-
tween fCUSP and fW is still very good. At very small ν’s,
fW shows a slight trend to underestimate the abundance of
haloes predicted by fCUSP, but the difference is small. It
increases monotonously until reaching, in the case of the ac-
curate version of fCUSP, a ratio of ∼ 0.70 (∼ 30% deviation)
at M ∼ 5× 104 M⊙.
5.2 Approx Universality
The excursion set multiplicity function expressed as a func-
tion of νes, fes(νes), is cosmology-independent (it takes the
same form [48] in all cosmologies) and time-invariant (the
height is constant). Hence, it is universal in a strict sense.
Such a universality is in fact what has motivated the use of
the multiplicity function defined in equation (47) instead of
the (non-universal) MF. Unfortunately, fes does not prop-
erly recover the multiplicity function of simulated haloes.
But fCUSP does, so the question rises: is fCUSP also
universal? Certainly, since the CUSP MF (as well as the real
MF of simulated haloes) depends on the particular halo mass
definition while σth0 does not, fCUSP will necessarily depend
(like the multiplicity function of simulated haloes; see e.g.
Tinker et al. 2008) on the mass definition adopted. Thus, we
will focus on the SO(∆vir) or FoF(0.2) mass definitions, as
suggested by the results of simulations (see the form [50] of
fW(νes)).
By construction, the unconditioned and conditional
peak number densities, N(σ0, δm) and N(σ0, δm|σ′0, δm) en-
tering the Volterra equation (16) take the same form of σ0,
σ′0 and δm0, through the heights ν and ν
′, in all cosmolo-
Figure 4. Same as Figure 3 but for fCUSP expressed as a function
of variable νes instead of ν. The green long-dashed line represents
the multiplicity function that would be obtained from the excur-
sion set formalism taking a density contrast for spherical collapse
equal to 0.89 times the usual value.
gies (see eqs. [14], [17] and [15])10. Certainly, these number
densities also depend on γ, γ′ and R⋆ that involve spec-
tral moments of different orders and, hence, depend on the
cosmology through the exact shape of the (linear) power
spectrum. However, in all CDM cosmologies, the effective
spectral index n takes essentially the same fixed value, with
less than 20% error over the whole mass range (2 × 1010
M⊙, 2 × 1015 M⊙) of interest, implying that γ ≈ γ′ and
R⋆/Rf [3(1− γ2)]1/2 takes almost “universal” values respec-
tively equal to 0.6 ± 0.1 and 1.4± 0.1. Thus, those number
densities are indeed very approximately universal functions
of ν and ν′ but for a factor Rf
−3. Moreover, if we multi-
ply the Volterra equation (16) by M/ρ¯ = 4πρ¯i(qRf)
3/(3ρ¯)
so that its solution is directly fCUSP (see eq. [49]), then the
factor Rf
−3 in the two number densities cancels with the
factor Rf
3 coming from the mass. Therefore, the solution
fCUSP of such a Volterra equation will have very approxi-
mately the same expression of ν in all CDM cosmologies,
provided only the function q(M, t) does.
But, according to equations (35)–(36) holding for
SO(∆vir) and FoF(0.19) haloes, q(M, t) involves the ratio
σth0 /σ0 which is not a function of ν alone, but also depends
on t through the cosmology-dependent ratio D(t)/D(t0).
Nevertheless, the term with the ratio σth0 /σ0 responsible of
the undesired functionality of q(M, t) is small in general (ex-
cept for large ν’s), particularly at high-z where D(t)/D(t0)
becomes increasingly small. There, q(M, t) becomes con-
10 ǫ takes the form 2(n+3)/2(ν/ν′)[1 + (ν/ν′)4/(n+3)]−(n+3)/2,
where n is the effective spectral index in the relevant mass range.
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stant (equal to Q−2/(n+3)) and fCUSP(ν) becomes essen-
tially universal. However, at low-z this is only true for small
enough ν’s.
In Figure 3 we show fCUSP(ν) in the concordant model
for various redshifts (see JSDM for the corresponding MFs,
in full agreement with the results of simulations). The
deviations from universality or, more exactly, from time-
invariance at high-z are small as expected, but at low-z they
are very marked. Thus, fCUSP(ν) is far from universal (!).
But this result was not unexpected. Given the relation
(51) between ν and νes, we cannot pretend that fCUSP(ν) is
universal as a function of both arguments at the same time.
Inspired by the universality of fes(νes), most efforts in the
literature have been done in trying to find one mass defini-
tion rendering the multiplicity function of simulated haloes
approximately universal as a function of the top-height for
spherical collapse, not as a function of the (unknown) Gaus-
sian height for ellipsoidal collapse and virialisation. There-
fore, what we should actually check is whether fCUSP is uni-
versal as a function of νes and not of ν. As shown in Figure
4, when the change of variable from ν to νes is made, fCUSP
becomes indeed almost fully time-invariant. Strictly, it still
shows slight deviations from universality at large νes, but
these deviations are in full agreement with those found in
simulations (see Fig. 14 in Lukic´ et al. 2007).
Thanks to the CUSP formalism, we can determine the
Gaussian height for ellipsoidal collapse and virialisation cor-
responding to any desired mass definition. Thus, we can seek
the halo mass definition for which fCUSP expressed as a func-
tion of ν takes a universal form. According to the reasoning
above, for this to be possible the ratio σth0 /σ0 should be equal
to 1 + c ν, with c equal to an arbitrary universal constant.
This would ensure both that the partial derivative of nCUSP
with respect to σ0 coincides with the partial derivative with
respect to σth0 and that the function q(M, t) is a function of ν
alone: q(ν) ≈ [Q (1 + c ν)]−2/(n+3). Consequently, following
the procedure given in Section 3.2, we can infer, from such a
function q(ν) and any arbitrary function δm(t), the desired
halo mass definition. Unfortunately, despite the freedom left
in those two functions, the mass definition so obtained will
hardly coincide with any of the practical SO and FoF ones.
Thus, it is actually preferable to keep on requiring the uni-
versality of the multiplicity function in terms of νes as usual.
But this does not explain why the FoF mass defini-
tion with linking length ∼ 0.2 is successful in giving rise to
a universal multiplicity function expressed as a function of
νes. Clearly, what makes this mass definition special is that,
for the reasons explained in Section 4, it coincides with the
SO(∆vir) definition. In fact, as mentioned there, the exact
value of the linking length may somewhat vary with time
and cosmology, so the canonical mass definition would be the
SO(∆vir) definition rather than the FoF(0.2) one. But why
should a mass definition that involves the virial overdensity
∆vir arising from the formal spherical top-hat model success-
fully lead to a universal multiplicity function expressed as
a function of νes if haloes actually form from peaks that
undergo ellipsoidal collapse and virialisation? The reason
for this is that, as a consequence of the inside-out growth
of haloes formed from ellipsoidal collapse and virialisation,
they satisfy the relation (25), identical to the relation (21)
satisfied by objects formed in the spherical top-hat model.
As mentioned, an interesting consequence of this “coin-
Figure 5. Modified excursion set multiplicity function resulting
from a density contrast for collapse equal to 0.889 times the usual
value (solid green line), compared to fW for FoF(0.2) haloes (dot-
ted blue line). Both multiplicity functions are strictly universal,
so the two curves hold for any arbitrary redshift.
cidence” is that the top-hat density contrast for ellipsoidal
collapse and virialisation for SO(∆vir) masses, δ
th
m , takes a
universal value, independent of M , approximately equal to
0.9 times the top-hat density contrast for spherical collapse,
δc(t). Given this relation, changing the latter density con-
trast by the former in the excursion set formalism, fes(νes)
should keep on being universal and, in addition, recover the
real multiplicity function of haloes formed by ellipsoidal col-
lapse and virialisation. As shown in Figure 5, this is fully
confirmed. One must just renormalise the resulting modi-
fied excursion set multiplicity function in the relevant mass
range by multiplying it by 0.714. But this is simply due to
the fact that the correction for nesting achieved in the excur-
sion set formalism is inconsistent with top-hat smoothing,
which yields an increasing deviation of the predicted func-
tion at low-masses, the most affected by such a correction.
(The right normalisation should naturally result if we could
implement the excursion set correction for nesting with top-
hat smoothing.)
Therefore, the ultimate reason for the success of the
SO(∆vir) mass definition, and by extension of the FoF(0.2)
one, is that, as a consequence of the inside-out-growth of
accreting haloes, the corresponding top-hat density contrast
for ellipsoidal collapse and virialisation is essentially propor-
tional to the formal top-hat density contrast for spherical
collapse.
To end up we want to mention that the previous re-
sult suggests what is actually the most natural argument for
the halo multiplicity function to take a universal form: the
top-hat height for ellipsoidal collapse and virialisation, νth,
defined as δthm0(t0)/σ
th
0 ≈ 0.889 δc0(t0)/σth0 . This expression
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Figure 6. Same as Figures 3 and 4 but for fCUSP expressed as a
function of the top-hat height for ellipsoidal collapse and virialisa-
tion, νth, as suggested by the CUSP formalism. This multiplicity
function would be strictly universal, so the curves for the different
redshifts fully overlap. For comparison we also plot the function
fW (blue dotted curve) expressed with the same argument.
holds for the current time and the concordant cosmology.
The exact dependence of δthm (t) (or, more exactly, of the ra-
tio δthm (t)/δc(t)) on time and cosmology is hard to tell owing
to the insufficient precision of the inverse Laplace transform
of equation (31) or, alternatively, the unknown range of c
values of simulated haloes with SO(∆vir) masses at other
times and cosmologies. But a reasonable guess is that such
a dependence should make fCUSP(ν
th) be strictly universal
and equal to the multiplicity function represented in Figure
6. The reason for this guess is the full consistency, at any
time and cosmology, between the SO(∆vir) mass definition
and the real dynamics of collapse and virialisation of halo
seeds. A similar full consistency is what causes fes(νes) to
be also strictly universal. The difference between the two
cases is that, while the excursion set formalism assumes a
non-realistic dynamics of collapse (unless it is modified as
prescribed above), the CUSP formalism assumes the right
dynamics.
6 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
To have a fully satisfactory understanding of the role of the
halo mass definition in the properties of the halo multiplicity
function we must still answer one last question: why is the
simplifying assumption that “haloes form by pure accretion”
used in all the derivations of the halo MF so successful? As
discussed in SVMS, major mergers go unnoticed, indeed, in
the typical spherically averaged density profile and abun-
dance of virialised haloes because the virialisation taking
place in such dramatic events is a real relaxation causing
the memory loss of the halo past history. In other words,
virialised haloes do not know whether they have suffered
major mergers or they have formed by pure accretion. As
a consequence, to derive the halo MF (as well as any other
typical halo property, except those arising from two-body
relaxation) one has the right to assume, with no loss of gen-
erality, that all haloes form by pure accretion. Note that, on
the contrary, the virialisation produced in smooth accretion
is not a full relaxation: the absence of apocentre-crossing
during such a virialisation (SVMS) preserves some memory
of the initial seed. This is the reason why the density pro-
file for individual haloes can be inferred from the respective
peak trajectories δ(R) or, equivalently, from their accretion
history. The fact that the density profile of accreting haloes
remembers their mass aggregation history is at the base of
the well-known assembly bias.
JSDM showed that the typical spherically averaged den-
sity profile and MF of haloes derived in the framework of
the CUSP formalism recover the results of numerical sim-
ulations for haloes for any chosen mass definition. In the
present paper, we have seen that the SO(∆vir) and FoF(0.2)
mass definitions are essentially equivalent to each other and
their respective multiplicity functions expressed as a func-
tion of the top-hat height for spherical collapse are very
similar and approximately universal. The reason for those
trends is that, as a consequence of the inside-out growth of
accreting haloes, the top-hat density contrast for ellipsoidal
collapse for those particular mass definitions is essentially
universal and equal to ∼ 0.9 times the usual top-hat density
contrast for spherical collapse.
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APPENDIX A: ACCURATE CONDITIONAL
PEAK NUMBER DENSITY
As shown in Manrique et al. (1998), the conditional number
densityNnn(σ0, δm|σ′0, δm) of peaks with δm per infinitesimal
ln σ−10 subject to being located in the collapsing cloud of
non-nested peaks with δm at σ
′
0 < σ0 is well-approximated
by the integral over the distance r from the background
peak out to the radius Rp of the collapsing cloud in units of
q(M, t)Rf of the conditional number density of peaks with
δm per infinitesimal ln σ
−1
0 , subject to being located at a
distance r from a background peak, N(σ0, δm|σ′0, δm, r),
Nnn(σ0, δm|σ′0, δm) =C
∫ 1
0
dr 3r2N(σ0, δm|σ0, δm, r) . (A1)
The conditional number density in the integrant on the right
of equation (A1) can be obtained, as the ordinary number
density (14), from the conditional density of peaks per in-
finitesimal x and ν, subject to being located at the distance
r from a background peak with ν at σ′0, calculated by BBKS.
The result is (Manrique et al. 1998)
N(σ0, δm|σ′0, δm, r)d ln σ−10
=
〈x〉[σ˜0(r), δm]
(2π)2 R3⋆ γ e(r)
e
−
[ν−ǫ(r) ν′(r)]2
2e2(r) d ln σ−10 , (A2)
where 〈x〉[σ˜0(r), δm] is the average curvature of peaks with
δm at σ0 located at a distance r from a background peak with
identical density contrast at σ′0. This latter function takes
just the same form as the usual average curvature 〈x〉(σ0, δm)
for the properly normalised (by integration over x from zero
to infinity) curvature distribution function
h(x, σ0, δm) = f(x) e
−
(x−x⋆)
2
2(1−γ˜2) , (A3)
f(x) =
x3 − 3x
2
{
erf
[(
5
2
)1/2
x
]
+ erf
[(
5
2
)1/2 x
2
]}
+
(
2
5π
)1/2[(31x2
4
+
8
5
)
e−
5x2
8 +
(
x2
2
− 8
5
)
e−
5x2
2
]
, (A4)
but for x˜⋆(r) ≡ γ˜(r) ν˜(r) instead of x⋆ ≡ γ ν, being
γ˜2(r) = γ2
[
1 + ǫ(r)2
(1− r1)2
1− ǫ(r)2
]
(A5)
ν˜(r)=
γ
γ˜(r)
1− r1
1− ǫ(r)2
[
ν
(
1− ǫ(r)2r1
1− r1
)
− ǫ(r)ν′(r)
]
. (A6)
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In equations (A2), (A5) and (A6), we have used the fol-
lowing notation: e(r) =
√
1− ǫ(r)2, ǫ(r) = (σ20(Rh)
/[σ0σ
′
0]g(r, σ
′
0), and ν
′(r) = g(r, σ′0)δ(r)/σ
′
0 and r1 =
[σ0(Rf)σ1(Rh)/(σ1(Rf)σ0(Rh))]
2, where Rh is defined as
usual and g(r, σ′0) is
{
1− [∆δ′(r)]2/σ′0
}1/2
, being δ′(r) and
∆δ′(r) the mean and rms density contrasts at r from the
background peak, respectively given by
δ(r) =
γδmi
1− γ2
(
ψ
γ
+
∇2ψ
u2
)
− xσ0
1− γ2
(
γψ +
∇2ψ
u2
)
(A7)
[∆δ(r)]2 = σ20
{
1− 1
1− γ2
[
ψ2 +
(
2γψ +
∇2ψ
u2
)
∇2ψ
u2
]
−5
(
3ψ′
u2r
− ∇
2ψ
u2
)2
− 3(ψ
′)2
γu2
}
, (A8)
where ξ(r) is the mass correlation function at the separation
r and scale Rf , ψ is the ratio ξ(r)/ξ(0), ψ
′ is its r-derivative
and u is defined as [q(M, t)Rf ]
2σ2(Rf)/σ0(Rf). Lastly, the
factor C on the right, defined as
C ≡ 4πs
3N(σ′0, δm)
3N(σ0, δm)
∫ s
0
dr 3r2N(σ0, δm|σ′0, δm, r) (A9)
with s equal to the mean separation between the larger scale
non-nested peaks drawn from their mean number density11,
is to correct for the overcounting of background peaks in
N(σ0, δm|σ′0, δm, r) as they are not explicitly required to be
non-nested.
The simpler version of the conditional peak number
density given in Section 2.2 can be readily recovered from
the present one by ignoring the radial dependence of the typ-
ical spherically averaged density profile around peaks, that
is taking δ(r) = δm and ∆δ(r) = 0.
11 This must be calculated iteratively, although two iterations,
starting with C = 1, are enough to obtain an accurate result.
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